Ubuntu on Intel

December 14th Release Notes

Images: Ubuntu 20.04 Intel Desktop and Ubuntu Core 20 Intel
Release Date: December 14th, 2021
Image Release Deliverables
This release of the images is based upon Ubuntu Desktop 20.04 and Ubuntu Core 20. All release assets are provided by Canonical.

Previously available features
● Many features were captured into the base Linux 5.13 kernel (https://kernelnewbies.org/Linux_5.13). Some of Intel IoTG included ones are: EDAC, USB and Timed GPIO.

Addressed in this release
● Bug fix:
  ○ LP 1928328

Release Verification

Known Issues and Limitations
● #1948394 [iotg][ehl][ehl-aaeon][UC20] Watchdog timer not set

Open Bugs
Open bugs can be found here.

Intel Board Bios Settings
Ubuntu Desktop: Default BIOS settings are fine.

Ubuntu Core: default BIOS settings are fine.

Some users have reported being unable to enter the BIOS settings (F2) or the Boot Manager (F7) when a USB drive is inserted. This can make it difficult to boot from a USB drive when installing the Canonical images. To get around this, boot the system without any USB drives inserted. Enter the BIOS settings, insert the drive, and then select Boot Manager. The USB drive will show up in the list so users can select to boot from it.